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[**Instructions**]{} [[\*]{}]{} [**Luxionix VSTi interface is Windows compatible. So, it can be used in any DAW, like Pro
Tools, Cubase, Audacity, Sony Acid, LogicPro, Ableton Live etc. It will work with any instrument (VSTi), including the FX and
drum kits. [**Keywords:**]{} Luxonix VSTi interface, DX7, DX8, DX9, DX11, SD7, SD8, SD9, SD11 [**VSTi
Interface**]{} [\*]{} [**What is VSTi Interface?**]{} [**If you are a producer and want to be able to work fast and flexible
while using the interface of your DAW, than VSTi interface is the right choice for you.**]{} [**VSTi interface is a plugin or
DSP that gives you the ability to work in any application that has the ability to run VST.**]{} [**If you are a composer and
want to be able to work fast and flexible while composing with your favorite music editor, than VSTi interface is the right
choice for you.**]{} [**You can use any music editor that supports VST and DX or SD format. You will see there are a lot of
programs that can run the instrument you choose. You can use any of them and you can move and resize the instrument in your
project without any loss of quality.**]{} [**VSTi interface is the perfect instrument to create or edit your music at high speed
and quality.**]{} [**DSPs are not portable.**]{} [**VSTi interface gives you the ability to use the same instrument with the
same quality in any DAW or music editor.**]{} [**You can 82157476af
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